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Abstract
Fourier Transform Ion Cyclotron Resonance Mass Spectrometry is based on pulse-delay 

sequences technique which allows both the trapping of the ions as well as a simple variation of 

the time required to carry out a particular experiment. In this study, typically ion molecule gas 

phase reaction chemistry, the focus was mainly to vary the time allowed for the reaction of 

selected ions with a particular ligand, BusSH. The observation of the normalized intensities of 

the ions in reference to the reaction time allowed provides the key parameters for the 

determination of the reaction pathways of the various ions (mechanism). In addition, the time 

required for the reaction to start and the complete disappearance of the reactant ions are 

indicative of their reactivities. 

Despite the mono metal-ligand ions and the bis metal-ligand ions that exist in 

the product of the reactions of all metals covered in this study, a number of metal-

ligand fragment ions were also observed for particular metals. In addition, the use of 

very small time intervals has introduced new steps in the mechanism normally adopted 

in metal-ligand gas phase chemistry.  
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Introduction
Gas phase chemistry of transition metal ions is a well established area of mass 

spectrometry starting with the work of Allison, Freas and Ridge[1], Eller and Schwarz[2,3]

and is still continuing as could be seen from the number of recent publications in the 

literature[4,5,6]. Our stimulus in gas phase chemistry lies in our interest in studying the 

kinetics of chemical reactions and predicting reaction pathways[7]. Moreover, gas 

phase studies can provide insight into binding energies, and bond dissociation 

energies[8].

In this study, the reactivity and reaction kinetics of a number of metal ions with s-

butanethiol have been compared using FT-ICR/MS. The reactivity is studied in terms 

of the time needed for the disappearance of the metal ion, the products observed and 

the proposed reaction mechanisms. The use of small time intervals allows the 

observation of new species and, accordingly, implies different reaction pathways. 
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Experimental
All experiments were carried out using the Spectrospin CMS-47 (FT-ICR) mass 

spectrometer, equipped with a 4.7 T superconducting magnet[9]. The ICR cell is kept 

under ultra high vacuum of 10-9 mbar by a turbomolecular pump[10]. Metal ions were 

obtained by Laser-ablation performed using an Nd-YAG laser[11,12].

A typical pulse sequence for ion molecule reactions is shown below. All ions 

were removed using an ejection pulse (P2) and a delay (D2) of at least 100ms was 

introduced to allow collisional cooling of the metal ions before ion selection (P3) and 

measurement of the reaction during the period (D3). The reactants were degassed by 

repeated freeze-thawing and introduced through a heated inlet system to give an 

uncorrected background pressure of 6.5 x 10-8 mbar. Ablation was performed in the 

presence of reactants. 
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Results
Table 1 is a summary of the principle reactions commonly observed for gas 

phase ion molecule chemistry[7].  Such reactions involve the formation of the mono-

complex and bis-complex ions in addition to charge transfer reactions and reactions 

that involve the elimination of HS, H2S and X. Aside from these common pathways, the 

reactions of the different metal ions with s-butanethiol have shown a variety of results, 

in terms of the products observed, the type of reaction pathways followed (table 2) and 

the reaction times required (table 3). 

There is a continuous reference in the text to R= C4H9, X= C4H8, L = HSC4H9 = 

Bus SH = HSR = HSXH and in some cases E = C4H6.

Table 1: Summary of Principle Gas-Phase Reactions 

Type of Reaction Chemical Equation Eq.
Mono-complex formation: M+ + L ML+ i

Bis-complex formation ML+ +  L                   ML2
+

2i

Charge transfer M+ + L M + L+
3i

Elimination of H2S M+  +  HSXH                     MX+  + H2S 4i

Elimination of HS M+ + HSXH MHX+ + HS 5i

Elimination of X M+  +  HSXH                     MH2S+  + X 6i
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Table 2  Summary of the reactions observed for the reactions of Ag+, Cu+, Cd+, Pb+,
Zn+, Mn+ and Cr+ in this study 

Eq. Chemical Equation
1 M+ + HSXH                MSX+ + H2
2 M+ + HSXH             MSC2H4

+ + C2H6
3 M+ + 2HSXH               HL+ + MSXH
4 MX+ + HSXH               ML+ + X
5 MX+ + HSXH                  HL+ + MEH
6 M(H2S)+  + HSXH                     ML+  + H2S
7 MSX+ + HSXH                M(SX)2

+ + H2
8 MSX+ + HSXH               MSXL+

9 MSX+  + 2HSXH                 ML2
+  + SX

10 ML+ + HSXH                 MSL+  + H2X
11 ML+ + HSXH                 MSRL+ + H.

12 ML+ + HSXH                M(SX)2
+ + 2H2

13 ML+ + HSXH                 MSXL+ + H2
14 ML+ + HSXH                 HL+ + MSXH
15 ML+ + HSXH                MXL+ + H2S
16 MSL+ + HSXH                 MSL2

+

17 MSXL+ + HSXH                MSXL2
+

18 MSRL+ + HSXH                 MSRL2
+

19 ML2
+ + HSXH                 MSXL2

+ + H2

Table 3 : Time for the complete disappearance of the metal mono cation. 

Metal ion Time 
Ag 3s
Zn, Pt 4s
Fe, Co, Ni, Cu, Cr 5s
Mn 8s
Cd 10s
Au 40% remained after 60s
Pb 33% remained after 150s 

Reactions of Ag+
(g) and Cu+

(g) with Bus-SH

The reactions of Cu+ and Ag+ with Bus-SH reveal the formation of the ion 

species M(H2S)+ (Eq. 6i) and MX+ (Eq. 4i). Further reactions of these ions gave the 

mono-complex ion, ML+ (Eqs. 4, 6), which eventually gave the bis-complex ion, ML2
+

(Eq. 2i) and the proton transfer product, HL+ (Eq. 14). The variation of the intensities of 

the different ions with respect to time has been studied and the mechanism for the 

reactions was proposed as shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1 : Reaction mechanisms for Ag+ and Cu+ with L = Bus-SH

Reactions of Cd+
(g) with Bus-SH

The reaction of Cd+ with Bus SH was relatively slow (Table 3). CdX+ was 

exhibited as the primary ion which was formed by the elimination of H2S molecule (Eq. 

4i). CdX+ was later found to undergo further reactions with the s- butanethiol molecules 

to form the mono-complex ion, CdL+ (Eq. 4) and the proton transfer ion, HL+ (Eq. 5) 

(figure 2). 

Cd

CdX

CdL HL

Figure 2 : Reaction mechanisms for Cd+ with L = Bus-SH

Reactions of Pb+
(g) with Bus-SH

The reactions of the lead ions showed low reactivity (table 3) and the low variety 

of products. Approximately 33% of Pb+ remained after 150 seconds. The three ions 

formed, PbL+ (Eq. i), PbSC2H4
+ (Eq. 2) and HL+ (Eq. 3) started to appear after almost 

the same reaction time of 25 seconds, accordingly, it was believed that they were all 

produced from the direct reaction of the lead mono-cation with the neutral molecules of 

s- butanethiol. 
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Reactions of Zn+
(g) with Bus-SH

The normalized intensity distribution of the different ions obtained for the 

reaction of Zn+ with Bus SH is shown in graph 1. Accordingly, ZnX+ is the primary ion 

obtained (Eq. 4i) which then disappeared as it further reacted to produce the mono-

complex ion (Eq. 4) and the proton transfer ion (Eq. 5).  The mono-complex, ZnL+, was 

observed to maximise at 48% around 3s after which time it was consumed by further 

reactions to give the two products ZnSL+ (Eq. 10) and Zn(SR)L+ (Eq. 11). ZnSL+ mono-

cation was believed to undergo a further addition reaction to form ZnSL2
+ (Eq. 16). 

Similarly, Zn(SR)L+ reacted to give Zn(SR)L2
+ (Eq. 18). The mechanistic pathways for 

the reactions of s-butanethiol with Zn+ are shown in figure 3. 

Graph 1: Intensity distribution for the different ions in the reaction of Zn+

   with L = Bus-SH 
Zn

ZnX

HL             ZnL

ZnSL          ZnSRL

ZnSL2          ZnSRL2

Figure 3 : Reaction mechanisms for Zn+ with L = Bus-SH
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Reactions of Mn+
(g) with Bus-SH

The reactions of Mn+ with Bus-SH revealed the mono-complex (Eq. i) as the only 

primary product which further reacted to give MnXL+ (Eq. 15), MnSXL+ (Eq. 13) and 

MnL2
+ (Eq. 2i). 

Reactions of Cr+
(g) with Bus-SH

The reactions of chromium ions with Bus-SH showed the formation of CrSX+

(Eq. 1) and the mono complex ion (Eq. i) as the primary products. Both ions were 

consumed in further reactions to produce the three products Cr(SX)2
+ (Eqs. 7,12), 

CrSXL+ (Eqs. 8,13) and CrL2
+ (Eq. 2i, 9) (figure 4).The bis-complex ion and CrSXL+

were also believed to contribute to the formation of CrSXL2
+ ion (Eqs. 19, 17). 

L

L

Cr(SX)2         CrSXL            CrL2

Cr

CrSX           CrL

 CrSXL2

Figure 4: Reaction mechanisms for Cr+ with L = Bus-SH
‘

Reactions of Ni+(g), Fe+
(g) and Co+

(g) with Bus-SH

The reaction of Bus-SH with Ni+(g), Fe+
(g) and Co+

(g) were more complicated and 

showed a different behavior for each metal. Although many ions were observed in 

common, the study of the change in normalized intensities versus time revealed that 

the formation of such ions followed different pathways.  The mechanisms for the 

products formation in the reactions of Ni+(g), Fe+
(g)  and Co+

(g) with Bus-SH are 

summarized in (figures 5, 6 and 7) respectively. 
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Figure 5: Reaction mechanisms for Ni+ with L = Bus-SH
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Figure 6: Reaction mechanisms for Fe+ with L = Bus-SH
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Figure 7: Reaction mechanisms for Co+ with L = Bus-SH

Reactions of Au+
(g) and Pt+(g) with Bus-SH

The reaction of Au and Pt revealed the proton transfer product, HL+, as the only 

major ion. Ions such as MH2S
+, ML+, MH2SL+, ML2

+are observed with intensities less 

than 15%. R+, L+ ions are observed at less than 4%. 

Conclusion
The production of metal ions by laser ablation of pure metal generally yields the 

mono-cation[13,14,15] which may not be a common ion observed in the condensed phase 

reactions. 

As reported in the literature, the formation of the mono- and the bis-complex 

ions were also observed for the majority of metal ions discussed. However, the mono-

complex ion formation is not always due to the direct reaction of the metal ion with the 

ligand (a typical mechanistic reaction pathway in the literature), instead, these were, 

sometimes, formed by the reactions of primary ion product, such as: MX (Eq. 4), and 

MH2S (Eq. 6), with the ligand (figures 1, 2, 3 and 5). A variety of other products were 

also observed depending on the nature of the metal. 

In this study the reactivity of a number of metal ions has been compared as they 

react with the same ligand (Bus-SH). Reactivity should be studied in terms of the time 

required for the initiation of the reaction, the time required for the complete 

disappearance of the metal ion (table 3) as well as the variety of product ions obtained 

and, consequently, the reaction pathways followed. The rate of the reaction depends 

on the nature of the metal ion. This is supported by the fact that different mechanistic 

pathways were adopted for the reactions of Ni+, Fe+ and Co+.
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FT-ICR/MS ion molecule reaction studies provide a reliable technique for 

studying reaction mechanisms for simple reactions.  In the case of the more 

complicated reactions of Ni+, Fe+, and Co+, the proposed mechanisms sometimes 

showed more than one route for the formation of one particular ion product. The 

intensity distribution of the different ions for such complicated reactions did not give 

decisive information to positively indicate the correct mechanism. Labeling the 

reactants could solve this uncertainty. However, under the conditions of our 

experiment, we are unable to introduce more than one reactant (or collision gas) 

during the experiment. Theoretical chemistry could provide a solution and, 

consequently, efforts are recently focused towards this field. 
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